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Logline

Johny and Gina, two strangers, become best friends through their
love for weed but for Johny it's a gateway into the darker world
of a guy named "Hollywood" and Johny needs to be rescued by his
friend Gina.

Characters

Johny Holdman - Johny, 30s, is a struggling actor/filmmaker with
addiction/mental illness & too trusting. His friends he grew up
with are married with kids, he no longer has a girlfriend, so
he’s lonely & finds comfort in pot. He’s French-Ukrainian
Canadian, becomes best friends with Gina.

Gina - Gina, early 40s, is an alcoholic stoner who is a
waitress at a nudy bar and is sick and tired of perverted guys.
She’s a Métis Canadian.

Captain - He is Gina’s pot dealer friend who says his weed is
from space, magical and brings good luck to those who smoke it.
He’s a lover of the 80s and always dressed as Captain Kirk.
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Hollywood - Pimp/Hard drug dealer. Called Hollywood because he
casts his customers/johns as leads in his pornos. He says he has
a PhD in Human resources, but is actually a human trafficker.

CrackerJack - He is Hollywood’s dog, his side-kick, cronie who
will do anything for his boss. CJ is an addict of crack. He
loves his life, fast cars & fast women. He’s not a very serious
guy, not very strong and a bit of a pushover. We see examples of
this when Gina beats him up and Jennifer the prostitute steals
Hollywood's bag of crack CJ was carrying. He’s also not the
brightest bulb in the haystack.

Harry - Harry owns a peeler bar called “Harry’s Palm Palace” and
is the head of a biker gang. He is Gina’s boss. He’s old school,
loyal and very dependable. Furthermore, he has a temper, so you
don’t want to annoy him.

Bonnie - Bonnie is Métis and has multiple dystrophy and gets
around in an electric wheelchair. She smokes a lot of pot and
drinks a lot of coke. She’s very friendly and has a warm smile.
She introduces Johny to Gina.

Kyle - He is Métis and is Gina’s Boyfriend. He works hard at a
restoration company. No longer has his driver’s license because
of a DUI. He is Gina’s peace, is very loyal and has a good
heart. It turns out, he’s secretly Superman.

Jennifer - Jenny is a working girl, a prostitute, but only when
she wants to. Nobody tells her what to do. She’s a free spirit,
extremely energetic, might have a mental illness and is an
addict. She has no problems stealing, drugs, cars, and peeing,
squatting in between two cars in a parking lot. She’s very
colourful, with blue hair.

Counsellor, Gary - Gary is a drug counsellor and very wise. He
suggests to Johny that he learn filmmaking from Filmmakers on
YouTube and that he becomes a YouTuber, himself. Gary gets tired
of his patients relapsing and decides to buy a food truck,
selling bannock burgers on the Powwow Circuit.



Synopsis

Johny and Gina’s lives have potholes. Their roads merge through
their wheel-chair bound friend Bonnie and their love of weed.
Magical 80s space weed to be exact. The Captain’s special weed.

Captain’s weed is so good, it brings Johny good luck. Johny is
always in good hands when he is with Gina, but there comes a day
when he decides to go partying with some friends, and in the
course of a couple of wild days he meets a bad guy named
Hollywood.

Lucky things happen for Johny and Gina, he wins $5,000 at the
casino playing super 7 Blackjack. Hollywood and his crony
Cracker Jack are blown away by how lucky Johny is, so they
invite him and his friends to Hollywood’s Mansion.

Johny will soon find out the dark side of Hollywood, that he’s a
hard drug dealer and pimp. He accidentally tells Hollywood and
Crackerjack about the Captain’s magic weed. This is when Johny
really starts to hit potholes.

Hollywood and Crackerjack steal the Captain’s magic weed to
yield its power for themselves, by wearing Michael Myers Masks
during Halloween and trick or treating at Captain’s house. So,
Captain, Gina and Johny try to steal it back using the power of
the 80s’ a boom box playing “The Bird Dance”.

Hollywood and CJ find out where Johny now lives and kidnap him.
Gina and her boss Harry with his biker gang go to save Johny’s
life. Come join us in this epic stoner adventure... You be the
stoner, we'll be your Buds, together we'll have a hoot. In THC
surround sound.


